The NZ Gran Fondo 100km

INTERMEDIATE RIDER
PROGRAMME

Saturday 15th February 2020
This plan is to be followed as a broad guideline only and
created for the intermediate level of riding ability. It relies on
self monitoring and commitment. Without a coach overseeing
your training, you the athlete, need to be in control.
This means being sensible and honest about how you feel.

This training plan should leave you feeling mildly fatigued
so as to provide enough stress to cause an adaptation,
but you shouldn't feel exhausted all the t ime. If you do,
then take a day or two off to catch up.

This Intermediate plan assumes that you are
already riding a minimum of 3 days per week
currently, so have some level of residual fitness.
If that isn't you then take a look at a more gradual
build-up in the Beginner Plan.

For more specialised and personalised training tailored
to meet your goals and planned events, contact Aaron
at Steel Springs Performance coaching.
Go to www.steelsprings.co.nz to find out more about
customised coaching plans and how they can work for you.
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103km

Get ready. Go!
You're about to embark on your Steel Springs training plan to get you in peak condition for The NZ Gran Fonda. The plan takes
a measured approach initially, but things ramp up as you get closer to the big dance. Ease into it, so that you always feel on top of things,
let the body adapt to the load, and see the results.
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

HILLY OVERSPINNING

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

TEMPO
3x8 mins

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

L EGSPEED SPRINTS
10x20 secs

ENDURANCE

1H:30M

2H:15M

L EGSPEED SPRINTS
12x20 secs

ENDURANCE

1H:30M

2H:30M

TEMPO 3x10 mins

ENDURANCE

1H:30M

2H:30M

1H:20M

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

1H:20M

HILLY OVERSPINNING

ACTIVE RECOVERY

TEMPO 3x10 mins

1H:30M

1H:OOM

1H:30M

ACTIVE RECOVERY

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

ACTIVE RECOVERY

1H:OOM

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

1H:OOM
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RIDE NOTES
HILLY OVERSPINNING

TEMPO

LEGSPEED SPRINTS

ENDURANCE

ALTERNATIVE MOVEMENT

Choose a route with plenty of short hills
(between 30s and 5mins). Practice high
cadence pedalling but focus on technique
and form rather than speed today.
Stay mostly seated and aim to spin
80+rpm where possible. Use easy gears
to achieve this.

Warm-up easy 15-30min then
complete tempo intervals on flat terrain
or on wind trainer at 95+rpm with 5min
easy spin between reps.
Best performed on flat to mildly
undulating terrain. Should feel
moderate (6-7/10). Focus on breathing
rhythmically.

Warm-up easy 15-30min, complete
20s sprints in easy gears aiming for
really high cadence (125-135rpm).
1min40s easy spin recoveries.
Warm down rest of time easy.

Endurance rides should feel
comfortable. Keep cadence high at all
times by using easy gears.
Make sure to snack on something every
30mins after the first hour of riding.
Pace the hills at a sustainable and
repeatable pace.

Either another sport you already do,
or yoga, pilates, gym work. Anything
that doesn't involve being in a cycling
position.
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MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

POWER ENDURANCE
4x5 mins

ACTIVE RECOVERY

TEMPO 3x12 mins

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

L EGSPEED SPRINTS
12x2O secs

ENDURANCE

1h:3Om

1h:OOm

1h:3Om

1h:3Om

2h:45m

POWER ENDURANCE
5x5 mins

ACTIVE RECOVERY

TEMPO
2x2O mins

POWER ENDURANCE
3x8 mins

ENDURANCE

1h:3Om

1h:OOm

1h:3Om

1h:4Om

3h:OOm

POWER ENDURANCE
5x6 mins

L EGSPEED SPRINTS
12x2O secs

TEMPO
3x15 mins

POWER ENDURANCE
3x9 mins

ENDURANCE

1h:35m

1h:3Om

1h:4Om

1h:5Om

3h:15m

ACTIVE RECOVERY

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

ACTIVE RECOVERY

TEMPO
3x15 mins

ENDURANCE

1h:4Om

3h:OOm

DAY OFF/ STRETCH

DAY OFF/ STRETCH

DAY OFF/ STRETCH

1h:OOm

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

1h:OOm
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POWER ENDURANCE

TEMPO

L EGSPEED SPRINTS

ENDURANCE

ACTIVE RECOVERY

ALTERNATIVE MOVEMENT

Build power endurance through tension
efforts with high resistance. Recovery
time between efforts approximately
equal to inteNal time. Complete reps
either on a hill or into a headwind on the
flat. Push the biggest gear you can to
achieve the target power at 65-75rpm.
Focus on keeping rock solid on the bike
with no upper body movement. Think
about pedalling full powerful circles.

Warm-up easy 15-3Omin then
complete tempo inteNals on
flat terrain or on wind trainer at
95+rpm with 5min easy spin
between reps.
Best performed on flat to mildly
undulating terrain. Should feel
moderate (6-7/10). Focus on
breathing rhythmically.

Warm-up easy 15-3Omin,
complete 2Os sprints in
easy gears aiming for really
high cadence (125-135rpm).
1min4Os easy spin recoveries.
Warm down rest of time easy

Endurance rides should feel
comfortable. Keep cadence
high at all times by using easy
gears.
Make sure to snack on
something every 30mins after
the first hour of riding. Pace
the hills at a sustainable and
repeatable pace.

L ight load on the legs.
Keep it flat or take it super
easy.
The aim is to spin the legs
to speed up recovery, not
cause any more damage.

Either another sport you already
do, or yoga, pilates, gym work.
Anything that doesn't involve
being in a cycling position.
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MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

V0 2 MAX
5x3 mins

TEMPO 45 mins
CONTINUOUS

HILL OVERSPINNING

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

ANAEROBIC SPRINTS
5x30 secs

ENDURANCE

1h:30m

1h:30m

1h:30m

1h:45m

4h:00m

V0 2 MAX
6x3 mins

TEMPO 50 mins
CONTINUOUS

HILL OVERSPINNING

THRESHOLD
20 mins MAXIMAL

ENDURANCE

1h:40m

1h:30m

1h:45m

1h:45m

3h:30m

V0 MAX
6x4 mins

TEMPO 45 mins
CONTINUOUS

HILL OVERSPINNING

ANAEROBIC SPRINTS
6x30 secs

ENDURANCE

1h:45m

1h:30m

1h:30m

2h:00m

4h:00m

ACTIVE RECOVERY

ACTIVE RECOVERY

HILL OVERSPINNING

TEMPO 50 mins
CONTINUOUS

ENDURANCE

1h:00m

1h:00m

1h:30m

1h:45m

3h:00m

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

DAY OFF/
STRETCH
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ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT
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RIDE NOTES
Race simulation workout. Complete
reps on a hill of around 4-6% gradient
or on the flat if no hills available.
Equal recovery time to interval time
on reps.
These reps should feel barely
repeatable. HINT: don't go too hard on
the first rep.

TEMPO CONTINUOUS

ANAEROBIC SPRINTS

THRESHOLD 20min MAX

ACTIVE RECOVERY

ALTERNATIVE MOVEMENT

Warm-up easy 15-30min then
complete tempo interval on
flat terrain or on wind trainer at
95+rpm. These are a lesson in
focus. Get into the zone!!
Best performed on flat to mildly
undulating terrain. Should feel
moderate (6-7/10). Focus on
breathing rhythmically.

Start at 30+kph in a gear you
would sprint in at the end of a
race. Hands on the drops, stand
up and really boogy! Give it
100% to get up to speed as fast
as possible, then sit and try and
keep the power on for the full
sprint. Back to easy gears to
recover. 3min30s recovery spins
between sprints.

This is an opportunity to test
yourself if using heart rate
or power as a measure of
intensity. Warm-up well then
complete the test and measure
average heart rate or power
for 20mins. See Steel Springs
Performance Coaching for
further data analysis on what
this means.

Light load on the legs.
Keep it flat or take it super
easy.
The aim is to spin the legs
to speed up recovery, not
cause any more damage.

Either another sport you already
do, or yoga, pilates, gym work.
Anything that doesn't involve
being in a cycling position.
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